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Abstract. Results of Ondřejov radar observations of Leonid meteor shower in 1998 and 1999 are presented. It
was found that while the activity in 1998 was dominated by the long-duration echoes resulting in a low mass
distribution index averaged over an interval 23 h UT November 16 to 12 h UT November 17 as s = 1.23±0.02 with
the peak at L� = 234.◦633±0.◦004. The 1999 activity culminated at L� = 235.◦285±0.◦002 and was mainly due to
prevailing of fainter echoes yielding a mean mass distribution index s = 1.58±0.05 between 23 h UT November 17
8 h UT November 18. The activity pattern in 1998 showed a multiple peak structure while the corresponding
1999 pattern showed only one distinct peak. The 1998 activity rates were lower than those in 1999 by the ratio
of 2.8. Our observations indicate that the main outburst of this Leonid return occurred in 1999. The 1998 activity
is characterized by a large scatter of observed hourly echo counts while the ones in 1999 possessed only one sharp
maximum. The flux curve in 1998 shows multiple peak character while in 1999 the activity patterns of echoes
with duration in excess of 0.4 s even though their peaks do not coincide generally with the activity maxima. The
1998 flux reached 3.34 10−12 m−2 s−1 for a limiting mass of m0 = 10−5 kg while for 1999 it was determined as
37.41 10−12 m−2 s−1.
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1. Introduction

The Leonid meteor shower activity in 1998 and 1999 be-
long to most of the expressive events in the sky during
the last decades of the 20th century. Due to favorable ge-
ometry conditions of the radiant and position of Ondřejov
radar (49◦ 54′ 38′′ N, 14◦ 47′ 01′′ E), it was possible to
cover the main parts of shower activity in both years.
The present results complete the picture of the events
resulting from world-wide observations using all possible
techniques.

2. Observation

The results of the Leonid meteor shower observations in
1998 and 1999 obtained at the Ondřejov observatory by a
20 kW meteor radar working at 37.5 MHz are presented.
The antenna is steerable in azimuth which enables rea-
sonable observational results of the shower activity for the
radiant zenith distances zR ≥ 15◦.

2.1. 1998

The observations in 1998 were carried out on Nov. 17, 18,
19, and 20, always from 0 h LT (23 h UT) till 13 h LT
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(12 h UT). The antenna followed the intersection of 50◦

almucantar with the 90◦ circle centered at the shower ra-
diant. For the radiant zenith angles less than 50◦ the an-
tenna was oriented to the azimuth differing from that of
the shower radiant by 180◦. The mean echo counts on
19 and 20 Nov. were considered to be the sporadic back-
ground activity. To obtain the shower echo rates mean spo-
radic echo counts in particular intervals were subtracted
from recorded activity on Nov. 17.

2.2. 1999

The observations in 1999 were performed on Nov. 15, 17,
18, and 19 between 0 h and 11 h local time (23 h–10 h UT).
Contrary to 1998 the antenna followed 50◦, 40◦, and 17◦

almucantar intersection whenever possible. Otherwise the
antenna was oriented to the azimuth differing from that
of the shower radiant by 180◦. The elevation of 50◦ cor-
responds to maximum sensitivity of the radar while 17◦

points to the maximum of the secondary lobe of the an-
tenna. The mean echo rates observed on Nov. 15, 17, and
19 were considered as products of sporadic activity.

3. Mass distribution

Mass-distribution indices, s, were calculated from the
slope of the linear dependence of a plot of the logarithmic
cumulative number of shower echoes versus logarithmic
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Table 1. Mass-distribution index, s, in 1998 and 1999. Time
indicates the beginning of a one-hour interval (UT). Results
for 1998 refer to November 16/17, while those in 1999 are
determined for November 17/18

Time
1998 23 00 01 02 03 04 05

1.195 1.156 1.222 1.245 1.156 1.206 1.176
±0.011 ±0.009 ±0.010 ±0.007 ±0.010 ±0.009 ±0.010

06 07 08 09 10 11

1.216 1.266 1.239 1.370 1.375 1.160
±0.008 ±0.008 ±0.015 ±0.023 ±0.017 ±0.054

Time
1999 23 00 01 02 03 04 05

1.486 1.587 1.767 1.637 1.450 1.436 1.427
±0.233 ±0.028 ±0.023 ±0.012 ±0.014 ±0.020 ±0.043

06 07 08

1.666 1.757 2.023
±0.065 ±0.048 ±0.189

echo duration. The index s presented in Table 1 was cal-
culated from cumulative counts, Nc, of the shower echoes
in 14 echo duration classes, T , within the interval of 0.4–
7.5 s according to the formula (Kaiser 1955)

logNc = −3
4

(s− 1) logT + const. (1)

It is apparent that s-values at the marginal periods in
1998 remain low even though the long duration echoes
are not very frequent. We may conclude that the shower
suffers from a lack of faint meteors. The complete distri-
bution of shower echo durations is presented in Fig. 1.
Extremely low 1998 s-values can be compared with cor-
responding population index derived by Arlt & Brown
(1999) from world-wide visual observations of the Leonids
1998. Similar low s-values around 1.2 have been found also
by Šimek & Pecina (2000; hereafter Paper I) for Leonids
1965.

The Leonids 1999 are characterized by a different dis-
tribution of echo durations – see Table 1 and Fig. 2. Mass-
distribution indices, s, are generally higher which indicates
a lower contribution from larger particles in the stream.
This compares well with the visual population indices
presented by Arlt et al. (1999).

4. Activity profiles and flux

Activity profiles as well as the flux of the shower were
determined for the echo-duration intervals presented in
Table 2.

4.1. 1998

Multiple simultaneous long duration echoes often ap-
pear on the film record, which could in some cases af-
fect the number count of weak and short meteor echoes.
Nevertheless, we are convinced that the record was not
drastically saturated by long duration echoes which could

Table 2. The echo duration interval, corresponding radio
magnitude interval, and interval of meteoroid mass, with T ,
Mr, M∞ as their bound. T is in seconds and M∞ in kilograms

Duration radio magnitude meteoroid mass

interval interval interval

T < 0.4 s Mr < +1.5 M∞ < 5.7 10−6 kg

T ≥ 0.4 s Mr > +1.5 M∞ ≥ 5.7 10−6 kg

T ≥ 1.0 s Mr ≥ +0.7 M∞ ≥ 1.5 10−5 kg

T ≥ 10 s Mr ≥ −1.3 M∞ ≥ 1.9 10−4 kg

Fig. 1. logNc vs. log T fit of echoes with T ≥ 0.4 s for 1998

dramatically reduce the occurrence of shorter echoes. This
is confirmed by the low values of mass-distribution indices,
s, during whole observed shower interval, see Table 1.

Activity profiles of the shower were determined for
echo-duration intervals presented in Table 2. The data
have been calculated as described in Paper I but for the
radiant zenith angle, zR = 48◦, at 5 h UT. The profiles
illustrating a dependence of recorded shower hourly rates
on solar longitude, L�(J2000.0), are presented in Figs. 3–
10. These rates are not corrected for the dependence re-
sponse function of the radar on – the radiant zenith angle,
antenna gain in the direction toward the reflection point,
geocentric velocity of the shower, and the corresponding
mass-distribution index. The real activity profile of the
shower is apparent from the patterns of the flux discussed
below.

The lack of faint shower meteors in 1998 having echo
duration T < 0.4 s is evident. This group covers meteor
echoes up to +8.5 radio magnitude. Shower activity is
slightly pronounced only within a short interval 1 h 20 m–
6 h 20 m. The other three categories of larger durations are
characterized by very similar patterns which show a con-
glomerate of local activity peaking between 23 h Nov. 16
and 11 h Nov. 17, the position of which is practically iden-
tical. This is due to the dominant occurrence of the long-
duration echoes which produces low mass-distribution in-
dices s – see Table 1. All maxima are summarized in
Table 3. The patterns in Figs. 4–6 show a broad activity
interval which corresponds to the duration of the shower
activity described by Arlt & Brown (1999) from visual
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Table 3. Positions of activity peaks in 1998 and 1999 in four
categories of echo durations are shown in Figs. 3–10. Since the
flux has been determined only for echo duration T ≥ 0.4 s and
T ≥ 1.0 s, positions for T < 0.4 s and T ≥ 10 s are related to
observed hourly echo rates. It is evident from Figs. 4, 5, 8, and
9 that observed echo rates before 3 h 10 m and after 5 h 50 m
UT are affected by large correction for the antenna response
function. It is apparent from Figs. 3, 6, 7, and 10 that the
flux patterns in marginal periods would show well pronounced
maxima, too

Echo 17 November 1998
duration L�[J2000.0] Time [UT]

T < 0.4 s 234.◦536± 0.◦006 2 h 05 m ± 8 m
234.◦633± 0.◦004 4 h 25 m ± 6 m
234.◦665± 0.◦004 5 h 10 m ± 6 m
234.◦707± 0.◦007 6 h 10 m ± 10 m

T ≥ 0.4 s 234.◦542± 0.◦005 2 h 15 m ± 7 m
234.◦567± 0.◦007 2 h 50 m ± 10 m
234.◦633± 0.◦003 4 h 25 m ± 5 m
234.◦658± 0.◦004 5 h 00 m ± 6 m
234.◦799± 0.◦007 8 h 22 m ± 10 m

T ≥ 1.0 s the same as for T ≥ 0.4 s echo duration group

T ≥ 10 s the same as for T ≥ 0.4 s echo duration group

Echo 18 November 1999
duration L�[J2000.0] Time [UT]

T < 0.4 s 235.◦290± 0.◦002 2 h 7.5 m ± 2.5 m
T ≥ 0.4 s 235.◦285± 0.◦002 2 h 00 m ± 2.5 m
T ≥ 1.0 s 235.◦287± 0.◦003 2 h 3.2 m ± 3.7 m
T ≥ 10 s 235.◦297± 0.◦002 2 h 17.5 m ± 2.5 m

Fig. 2. logNc vs. log T fit of echoes with T ≥ 0.4 s for 1999

observations. Minor shower activity for mainly small par-
ticles was observed one day later, on 18 Nov.

4.2. 1999

The main feature of the shower is the dominant single
activity peak in all four investigated shower echo cate-
gories presented in Figs. 7–10. Mass distribution indices
and the positions of peaks are shown in Tables 1 and 3.
Maximum shower rates of echoes belonging to the first
three categories in Table 3 appeared on L� = 235.◦287.
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Fig. 3. Hourly echo rate of echoes with T < 0.4 s for 1998
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Fig. 4. Hourly echo rate of echoes with T ≥ 0.4 s (full line)
and flux, Θm0 , in 10−12 m−2 s−1 units, for 1998 (dashed line)
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Fig. 5. The same as in Fig. 4 but for echoes with T ≥ 1 s

The structure of the shower is quite different in com-
parison with 1998. The activity profiles of all categories
are well pronounced showing a symmetrical patterns with
the width for echo durations T < 0.4 s between half
maximum of about 0.◦041 corresponding to 59 min, and
0.◦026 (37 min) for the other three categories. A similar
width of the stream has been found by Arlt et al. (1999).
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Fig. 6. The same as in Fig. 3 but for echoes with T ≥ 10 s
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Fig. 7. Hourly echo rate of echoes with T < 0.4 s for 1999
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Fig. 8. Hourly echo rate of echoes with T ≥ 0.4 s (full line)
and flux, Θm0 , in 10−12 m−2 s−1 units, for 1999 (dashed line)

The activity peak of echoes having T ≥ 10 s was observed
15 minutes later at L� = 235.◦297. The higher contribu-
tion of faint meteors in the stream compared to 1998 is
reflected in a higher index s which is apparent also from
Fig. 2.
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Fig. 9. The same as in Fig. 8 but for echoes with T ≥ 1 s

4.3. The flux

The flux was computed according to Pecina (1982). Its val-
ues followed from the application of the formula relating
flux to observed rates (e.g. Paper I). This article contains
also some other information about the computing proce-
dure and constants used. Here we add that the range limits
of the integration in that formula depend on the particular
angle, ϑ, (measured clockwise), on the heights of begin-
ning and of the end of the overdense part of an ionization
curve corresponding to the duration of an echo and to
the limits given by the radar equation requiring the mini-
mum received power to be greater than about 2 10−13 W
for Ondřejov radar. Mass distribution indices were taken
from Table 1 for the whole particular hour. Other parame-
ters needed for computation were the ablation parameter,
σ, and shape-density coefficient, K = AΓδ−2/3. The abla-
tion parameter was set to σ = 0.1 s2 km−2 (Spurný et al.
2000) while K = 0.0597 (in SI units), see Paper I. The
flux values are related to m0 = 10−5 kg which is close to
the lower value of the duration interval considered, and
to m0 = 2.5 10−5 kg which is close to T = 1 s. The flux
related to the first mass is depicted in Figs. 4 and 8 while
the flux related to the second mass is drawn in Figs. 5
and 9. The standard deviations of the flux values depend
mainly on the standard deviations of the mass distribu-
tion index, s. The resulting relative standard deviations
of the flux grouped around 10% of their values.

5. Conclusions

Leonid showers observed by the Ondřejov radar in 1998
and 1999 are characterized by quite different features of
maximum activity expressed in corresponding solar longi-
tude L�, activity patterns, duration of the event, maxi-
mum values of the flux Θm0 , and the distribution of shower
particles along the Earth’ path through the stream.

Comparing the positions of the maximum activities
in 1998 with those for zenith hourly rates determined
by Arlt & Brown (1999), we see an agreement within
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Fig. 10. The same as in Fig. 7 but for echoes with T ≥ 10 s

derived errors of individual peaks at L� = 234.◦536 ±
0.◦006, 234.◦633± 0.◦004, and 234.◦707± 0.◦007.

The flux curves for 1998 display many peaks and a
large scatter which partly corresponds to the variability
of corresponding echo hourly rates and partly to the vari-
ability of mass distribution indices as shown in Table 1.
The maximum corresponds to the peak of activity and
reached Θm0 = 3.34 10−12 m−2 s−1 for m0 = 10−5 kg
at 4 h 25 m ± 5 m, and Θm0 = 2.36 10−12 m−2 s−1 for
m0 = 2.5 10−5 kg at the same time. Visual and radar ob-
servations in 1998 show extremely low mass-distribution
indices indicating a low activity of small particles in the
stream followed by the dominant appearance of large par-
ticles. A similar effect was observed also in the Leonids
1965 – see McIntosh (1966), Plavcová (1968), McIntosh
(1970), and Paper I.

Results for 1999 show high activity near L� = 235.◦287
(2 h 3 m UT) close to the 1966 position (cf. Paper I).

A similar location of the peak in 1999 was found by Arlt
et al. (1999). The maximum hourly rate of the echo du-
ration group T ≥ 10 s appeared 15 min later at L� =
235.◦297. The mass distribution index s = 1.58 ± 0.05 is
comparable with a similar result in 1966 (cf. Paper I).

The flux curves for 1999 show (contrary to 1998) a well
pronounced single maximum. The maximum flux reached
the value Θm0 = 37.41 10−12 m−2 s−1 for m0 = 10−5 kg
at 2 h 00 m ± 2.5 m and Θm0 = 17.91 10−12 m−2 s−1 for
m0 = 2.5 10−5 kg at the same time. The 1999 flux was
found to exceed the 1998 values by slightly more than one
order of magnitude.
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